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Abstract—We propose tensor-based four-dimensional subNyquist radar that samples in spectral, spatial, Doppler, and temporal domains at sub-Nyquist rates while simultaneously recovering the target’s direction, Doppler velocity, and range without
loss of native resolutions. We formulate the radar signal model
wherein the received echo samples are represented by a partial
third-order tensor. We then apply compressed sensing in the tensor domain and use our tensor-orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP)
and tensor completion algorithms for signal recovery. Our numerical experiments demonstrate joint estimation of all three target
parameters at the same native resolutions as a conventional radar
but with reduced measurements. Furthermore, tensor completion
methods show enhanced performance in off-grid target recovery
with respect to tensor-OMP.
Index Terms—Canonical polyadic decomposition, MIMO,
PARAFAC, radar, sub-Nyquist, tensor decomposition.

I. INTRODUCTION
N RECENT years, radar systems that use fewer measurements in temporal, spectral, Doppler or spatial signal domains and yet achieve identical or even better performance
than conventional systems, have captured significant interest
[1]–[3]. The savings in metrics such as antenna aperture, bandwidth, sampling rate or dwell time lead to low cost and small
size systems that are not very demanding on data throughput.
Furthermore, reduction in system resources enables the radar to
share them among different applications. For instance, technologies like multi-function integrated radio-frequency (RF) aperture systems [4]–[6], spectral coexistence [7], [8], cognitive
radars [9], [10] and reconfigurable arrays [11] provide multiple services such as surveillance, tracking, and communication
using a single system.
The literature indicates several different approaches towards
realizing reduced-rate radars (see e.g. [2], [3], [12]–[14] and
references therein) mostly based on compressed sensing (CS).
In this work, we focus on those reduced-rate techniques which
model the analog received radar signal utilizing the theory of
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finite-rate-of-innovation (FRI) [15]. These systems - referred to
as sub-Nyquist radars - perform signal detection and parameter
estimation from much fewer measurements than that required
by Nyquist sampling and employ the Xampling framework [15]
to obtain low-rate samples of the signal.
In the temporal domain, [16] proposed a sub-Nyquist radar
to recover target delays relying on the FRI model. Similar techniques were later studied for delay channel estimation problems
in ultra-wideband [17] and millimeter wave [18] communication systems. The Doppler focusing technique was added to the
temporal sub-Nyquist radar in [19] to recover both delays and
Dopplers. However, this system reduced samples only in time
but not in the Doppler domain. The sub-Nyquist reduced timeon-target radar in [20] demonstrated dilution of samples in both
the time and Doppler domains. For spatial compression, thinned
arrays were examined for a multiple-input-multiple-output
(MIMO) array radar in [21] and later for phased arrays in [5].
In [22], targets’ ranges, velocities, and directions were recovered in a new radar structure called Sub-Nyquist MIMO Radar
(SUMMeR) by thinning a colocated MIMO array and collecting low-rate samples at each receiver element. The SUMMeR
system was also implemented in a hardware prototype [9], [23].
In this work, motivated by recent advancements in exploring high-order data structure [24] in multidimensional
harmonic retrieval [25], dictionary learning [26], channel sounding [27], and bistatic MIMO radar processing [28], we propose a Tensor-based four-dimensional (4D) Sub-Nyquist Radar
(TenDSuR). TenDSuR compresses samples in spectral-spatialDoppler-temporal (S-S-D-T) domains and processes the received echoes to jointly recover range, direction of arrival
(DoA), and Doppler by applying tensor-based signal processing.
There are a few CS-based approaches [12]–[14] which jointly
estimate range, DoA, and Doppler but they do not reduce samples in all four S-S-D-T domains simultaneously. Furthermore,
the complexity in these approaches is much larger than TenDSuR. The spatial compression in TenDSuR is achieved by deploying a thinned MIMO antenna as in [5], [22]. For spectral
compression of transmit waveforms, we follow the ideas of [29],
[30] and employ frequency-diversity waveforms which occupy
only a fraction of the full bandwidth required to achieve the
range resolution as in SUMMeR [22]. Temporal compression
is accomplished at the sub-Nyquist receiver which recovers the
target parameters via Xampling.
For Doppler compression, TenDSuR transmitters send agile
waveforms with reduced number of pulses as in [20]. Thus, unlike SUMMeR, the TenDSuR system does not transmit pulses
at a uniform pulse repetition interval (PRI). This leads to significant reduction in the total duration which each of the antenna
elements are dedicated to a specific RF service. In addition,
SUMMeR employs Doppler focusing, which is carried out over
set of frequencies that are fixed a priori. The resultant Doppler
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Fig. 1. Illustration of sub-Nyquist sampling. Different colors refer to different
transmit antenna elements. The solid circles denote sampling instants along
the virtual aperture. The triangles in one Frequency-Pulse plane indicate the
measurements correspond to the same transmit and receive elements.

resolution is limited by the focusing, i.e., inversely proportional
to the number of pulses P as is also the case with conventional radar. In contrast, the TenDSuR processing algorithm is
based on tensor completion (TC) [31] leading to higher resolution recovery of the targets with off-grid range, Doppler, and
DoA. The flexible signal model of TenDSuR is suitable for arbitrary waveforms. Our results show that in order to achieve the
same detection performance in Doppler and DoA, TenDSuR requires fewer pulses per transmitter than SUMMeR [22]. When
all pulses and frequency points are used, the TenDSuR signal
model is equivalent to SUMMeR. However, for off-grid targets,
TC-based recovery outperforms SUMMeR even when pulses
are not diluted.
Throughout this letter, we use bold lowercase, bold uppercase
and calligraphic letters for the vectors, matrices and tensors
respectively. The sth column of matrix Y is [Y]s ; the submatrix of Y that has columns specified by the index Π is [Y]Π ;
and the (i, j, k)th entry of a tensor Y is [Y]i,j,k . The notations
⊗, ◦, and  are the Kronecker, outer vector, and Khatri-Rao
products, respectively; | · | is the element-wise magnitude or
absolute value; [[·]] is the multi-linear product; (·)∗ , (·)T , (·)H ,
and  · ∗ denote conjugate, transpose, Hermitian and nuclear
norm of a matrix, respectively. The notation PΓ {·} selects only
those entries of its argument that are listed within the index set Γ;
H{·} transforms a vector to its corresponding Hankel matrix and
vec(·) vectorizes a tensor by stacking its matrices column-wise.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a traditional collocated MIMO radar with full
Nyquist sampling. The operating wavelength of the radar is
λ and the total number of transmit and receive elements are T
and R, respectively. The MIMO antenna adopts a virtual uniform linear array (ULA) structure, with receive antennas spaced
λ/2 and transmit antennas spaced by Rλ/2. The coherent processing of a total of T R channels in the receiver creates a virtual
equivalent of a phased array antenna that has T R elements each
spaced λ/2 distance apart.
As shown in Fig. 1, spatial compression is realized by a
thinned array, which has M < T transmit and Q < R receive
antennas, as in [22]. The mth transmitting antenna is located at
ξm λ/2, and the qth receive antenna is located at ζq λ/2, where ξm
and ζq are integers. The pulse train sent by the mth transmitting
antenna over a coherent processing interval (CPI) spanning a
duration of P pulses is
sm (t) =

P
−1

p=0

δm [p] · hpm (t − pτ )ej 2π f c t ,

0 ≤ t ≤ P τ, (1)

where τ denotes the PRI, P τ is the CPI, fc = c/λ is the common
carrier frequency , c is the speed of light, δm [p] = 1 or 0 indicates
whether in the pth PRI, the mth transmitter emits a pulse or
not. The waveform sent by the mth antenna in the pth PRI,
hpm (t), can vary between pulses for the spectral compression.
−1
For the pth PRI, {hpm (t)}M
m =0 is a set of narrowband, orthogonal
pulses each with continuous-time Fourier transform (CTFT)
∞
p
Hm
(ω) = −∞ hpm (t)e−j ω t dt.
In TenDSuR, only Pm < P pulses are emitted by each transmitter in a CPI and δm [p] can admit different values for the
same p and different m. In SUMMeR, δm [p] is always unity for
all m and p. We define the total duration for which the antenna
elements are dedicated to a specific RF service as the aperture
 −1
occupancy, AO = M
m =0 Pm .
Suppose there exist L non-fluctuating point targets (Swerling0 model), where the lth target is characterized by its complex
reflectivity αl , range rl , radial velocity vl , DoA ϑl = sin θl , and
θl is the azimuth. As derived in [22], the received echo of the
pth pulse at the qth receiving antenna can be represented by its
Fourier series, as

xpq (t) =
cpq [n]e−j 2π n t/τ ,
(2)
n

for −N T /2 ≤ n ≤ N T /2 − 1, with N = Bh τ . Here,
cpq [n] =

M −1 L
1 
δm [p]
τ m =0
l=1

· αl ej 2π β m q ϑ l e−j

2π
τ

n τ l −j 2π f lD pτ

e


p
Hm


2π
n ,
τ

(3)

where the time delay τl = 2rl /c is proportional to the lth target’s
range rl , flD = 2 vcl fc is the Doppler frequency, and βm q =
(ζq + ξm )(fm λc + 1) is governed by the array structure.
We now apply Xampling in time, pulses and space to obtain
low-rate samples of the received signal. The sampling technique
is the same as in temporal sub-Nyquist radar [19], except that
now the samples are obtained in the range, Doppler and azimuth
domains. The received signal xpq (t) is downconverted to baseband, separated into M channels, aligned and normalized. The
Fourier coefficients of the received signal corresponding to the
channel that processes the pth pulse of mth transmitter echo at
the qth receiver are

∗
p
p
p
0
2
ym
q [k] = τ Hm (2πk/τ + fm ) cq [k + fm τ ]/|H0 (2πk/τ )|
=

L


δm [p]· αl ej 2π β m q ϑ l e−j

2π
τ

k τ l −j 2π f m τ l −j 2π f lD pτ

e

e

.

l=1

(4)
Here − N2 ≤ k ≤ − N2 − 1, fm is the (baseband) carrier frequency of the mth transmitter, cpq [k + fm τ ] in (4) is exactly
cpq [n] in (3), and N is the number of Fourier coefficients per
channel. Xampling obtains a set K of arbitrarily chosen Fourier
coefficients from low rate samples of the received channel signal
such that |K| = K < N .
Let Zm be the KQ × Pm matrix with qth column given by
p
the vertical concatenation of ym
q [k], k ∈ K, 0 ≤ q ≤ Q − 1 and
p ∈ Πm , where Πm is the set of pulses chosen arbitrarily for
transmission by the mth transmit antenna out of a total of P
pulses such that |Πm | = Pm . We can write Zm as
Zm = (Bm ⊗ Am )XD (Fm )T ,

(5)
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Algorithm 1: Construction of Index Sets Γ, Ω, Λ, and Π.
p
Input: Hm
(2π(k)/τ )
Output: Γ, Ω, Λ, Π
1: Γ = ∅, Ω = ∅, Λ = ∅, Π = ∅;
2: for m = 0 to M − 1, q = 0 to Q − 1, p = 0 to P − 1,
k ∈ K do
p
3: if δm [p] · |Hm
(2πk/τ )| = 0 then
4: Γ = Γ ∪ {k + fm τ, ξm + ζq , p}, Ω = Ω ∪ {k + fm τ },
Λ = Λ ∪ {ξm + ζq }, Π = Π ∪ {p};

where Am denotes the K × T N matrix whose (k, n)th element
2π

−j 2π

fm n

Bh T
with Kk the kth element in K, Bm is the
is e−j T N Kk n e
2
Q × T R matrix with (q, p)th element e−j 2π β m q (−1+ T R p) and
m
F denotes the Pm × P partial Fourier matrix. The matrix XD
is a T 2 N R × P sparse matrix that contains the values αl at the
L indices. In TenDSuR, the row size of partial Fourier matrix
Fm can be different across all m. However, in SUMMeR, Fm
is always a full Fourier matrix for all transmitters.
Vectorizing both sides of (5) gives vec(Zm ) = vec((Bm ⊗
m
A )XD (Fm )T ) = (Fm ⊗ Bm ⊗ Am )vec(XD ). Consider a
K × Q × Pm tensor Z m such that vec(Zm ) = vec(Z m ). Then,
Z m = [[X ; Am , Bm , Fm ]], where X ∈ C T N ×T R ×P such that
vec(XD ) = vec(X ).
The matrices Am , Bm and Fm are obtained by selecting
K, Q and Pm rows, respectively, of their full counterparts:
T N × T N matrix A, T R × T R matrix B and P × P matrix
F. Hence, the partial tensor Z m is obtained by selecting a total
 −1
of KQ M
m =0 Pm entries from the corresponding full tensor
Z = [[X ; A, B, F]] of size T N × T R × P .
For on-grid targets, the Fourier coefficients of the received
signal are obtained from Z as

Z̄ = PΓ {Z} = PΓ [[X ; A, B, F]] ,

[Z̄]k +f m τ ,ξ m +ζ q ,p =

αl

l=1

· ej 2π β m q ϑ l e−j

2π
τ

k τ l −j 2π f m τ l −j 2π f lD pτ

e

e

[Z̄]k ,ξ m +ζ q ,p
= ([FT ]p )T ⊗ ([BT ]ξ m +ζ q )T ⊗ ([AT ]k )T vec(X ).

.

(7)

III. TARGET RECOVERY
We first derive the number of samples needed for perfect
recovery of {αl , ϑl , τl , flD }Ll=1 or X . In the results below, the
total number of transceiver frequencies, antennas, and pulses
equals the number of Z̄’s non-zero matrix slices obtained by
fixing the first, second, and third index, respectively.
Theorem 1: The minimal total numbers of antenna channels,
transceiver frequencies, and pulses required for perfect recovery

(8)

According to the FRI theory and Lemma 1 in [22], the sparse
tensor X can be perfectly recovered provided
min{spark(([FT ]Π )T ), spark(([AT ]Ω )T ),
spark(([BT ]Λ )T )} > 2L.
For Ω, Λ, and Π, if the overall number of tranceived frequency
points is larger than 2L, then spark(([AT ]Ω )T ) > 2L; if the
overall number of antenna channels is larger than 2L, then
spark(([BT ]Λ )T ) > 2L; and if the overall number of pulses
is larger than 2L, then spark(([FT ]Π )T ) > 2L.

Theorem 2: The minimal total numbers of antenna channels,
transceiver frequencies, and pulses required for perfect recovery
of L off-grid targets in a noiseless setting are each no less than
2L.
Proof: We first prove the necessary condition for the overall
number of pulses. The cases for overall number of antenna
channels and transceiver frequency points are similar. Consider
the case where all targets have identical DoAs and ranges, as
ϑl = ϑ0 , τl = τ0 . Then, from (4),

∗
p
ej 2π τ 0 (f m τ +k )/τ ej 2π ϑ 0 (ξ m +ζ q ) τ Hm
(2πk/τ + fm )
× cpq [k + fm τ ] = |H00 (2πk/τ )|2

L


δm [p] · αl e−j 2π f l

D

p

.

l=1

(9)

(6)

where Z̄ represents the entries of Z specified by the set Γ
(constructed as per Algorithm 1). Sets Ω, Λ and Π index the rows
of Am , Bm and Fm selected from A, B and F, respectively.
For continuous-valued parameters, the entries of Z̄ are
L


of X with L on-grid targets in a noiseless setting are each no
less than 2L.
Proof: For all k ∈ K, m = 0, . . . , M − 1, p = 0, . . . P − 1,
if |H00 (2πk/τ )|2 = 0, then the signal model in (6) can be un −1
folded as the following KQ M
m =0 Pm equations

Summing over m = 0, . . . , M − 1, q = 0, . . . , Q − 1, and k ∈
K on both sides yields
L

D
z [p] =
αl e−j 2π f l p ,
(10)
l=1

where (11) shown at the bottom of this page. In (11), if
there exists a pulse index p such that for all k ∈ K, m =
0, . . . , M − 1, the term δm [p ] · |H0 (2πk/τ )|2 in the denominator vanishes, then z [p ] is undefined. Then, according to FRI
theory, there are only 2L degrees of freedom in (10) thereby
requiring no less than 2L overall pulses for a successful recovery of L targets.

The crucial difference between the above two theorems and
their counterparts Theorems 3 and 4 in [22], is that in SUMMeR,
all transmitters have to transmit no less than 2L pulses in one
CPI. However, in TenDSuR, we need at least 2L pulses in a CPI
but only one transmitter needs to be active. This significantly
reduces the AO of an RF service.
For continuous target parameters, one could estimate the
unknown parameters via TC [31] and parallel factor analysis


∗
j 2π τ 0 (f m τ +k )/τ j 2π ϑ 0 (ξ m +ζ q )
p
H
e
e
(2πk/τ
+
f
)
m
m
k ∈K
· cpq [k + fm τ ]
M −1 
0
Q m =0 k ∈K δm [p] · |H0 (2πk/τ )|2

M −1 Q −1 
z [p] =

m =0

q =0

(11)
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(PARAFAC) [24] or higher order harmonic retrieval algorithms
[25]. In this work, we utilize the Hankel Matrix nuclear norm
Regularized low-CP-rank Tensor Completion (HMRTC) [32],
which explores both low CP-rank and Vandermonde structure
of Z, to recover the targets’ parameters:
{âl , b̂l , f̂l }Ll=1 = arg

min

{a l ,b l ,f l }Ll= 1

 L


μ
PΓ
+ H{fl }∗ +
2

L


H{al }∗ + H{bl }∗

l=1



al ◦ bl ◦ fl

2

− PΓ {Z}

,
2

l=1

(12)
where μ is a regularization parameter [32] and, as per (7),
T

τl
τl
al = 1, e−j 2π τ , . . . , e−j 2π (T N −1) τ
,

Fig. 2. (a) The recovered normalized delay-Doppler-DoA map. Detections via
tensor-OMP, TC and SUMMeR are indicated by circles, diamonds, and oblique
crosses respectively. The crosses indicate true location of the targets. (b) Hit
rate comparison. The abbreviations TEF and SPEF stand for ‘total energy fixed’
and ‘single pulse energy fixed’, respectively.
M

−1

P

where ε is the error threshold determined by the noise power.
Among several CS algorithms to solve this problem [33], we
use orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [15], popular for its
good trade-off between recovery accuracy and computational
load. The details of the tensor version of OMP is omitted
for length limitation. The computational complexity of HMRTC and tensor-OMP are O(LI 3 ) (per iteration [32]) and
O(LT 2 N RP I), respectively, where I = max{T N, T R, P }.

vided by the whole transmit pulse product: NAO = mM= P0 m .
In this experiment, each transmitter sent only 4 pulses implying NAO = 0.25. In comparison, the NAO of SUMMeR must
be no less than 0.5. We apply the hit-or-miss criterion as the
performance metric to compare tensor-OMP and TC. Here, a
“hit” occurs when the estimated target is within one Nyquist bin
defined as 2/(T R), τ /(T N ), and 1/(P τ ) for the DoA, delay
and Doppler, respectively - from the truth.
In Fig. 2(a), the on-grid targets are successfully detected by
both OMP and TC. However, only TC showed successful detections of off-grid targets at the exact location while OMP found
several solutions many bins away from the true target location.
The Doppler-focusing-based SUMMeR recovery algorithm [22]
fails to recover most of the targets.
Next, we placed L = 2 targets on the scene. Each pulse contained 4 frequency points. The hit rate was computed over
10,000 Monte-Carlo trials (see Fig. 2(b)). When the total transmit energy is the same, the reduction of AO does not significantly
influence target detection. On the other hand, when the transmit
energy in each pulse is fixed, performance deteriorates and the
hit rate curve moves approximately 3 dB and 6 dB to the right
for NAO = 0.5 and 0.25, respectively.

IV. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

V. CONCLUSION

In all our numerical experiments, a radar with full antenna
aperture T R = 20, λ = 0.03 m, P = 16, and τ = 0.016 ms
was compressed by a thinned MIMO array with M = 2 transmit and Q = 5 receive elements with locations {0, λ/2}
and {λ, 5λ/2, 11λ/2, 13λ/2, 15λ/2}, respectively. The native range resolution corresponding to the full bandwidth is
150 m. Thus, T N = 16. We assume additive white Gaussian
noise at each receiver with identical noise power. We consider the matched filter definition of the signal-to-noise-ratio,


2
( Mm =−10 k ∈K |H 00 (2π k /τ )|)

SNR =
, where σ 2 is the noise power
σ 2 ·K Q M −1 P

We proposed a new radar structure, TenDSuR, to recover a
target scene consisting of range, Doppler and DoA at high resolution. Compared to a Nyquist MIMO radar, TenDSuR uses less
spectral resources and operates at low complexity by exploiting tensor-based OMP and TC algorithms. In addition, the TC
algorithm used in TenDSuR yields better accuracy for off-grid
targets with respect to SUMMeR even without compression in
the Doppler domain.


bl = 1, e−j 2π (f m

λ
c +1)ϑ l

, . . . , e−j 2π (T R −1)(f m

T

D
D
fl = 1, e−j 2π f l τ , . . . , e−j 2π (P −1)f l τ .

λ
c +1)ϑ l

T

,
(13)

The target parameters are obtained after recovering
{âl , b̂l , f̂l }Ll=1 . For on-grid target parameters, the X or x is
retrieved by solving the sparse recovery problem:
min X 0 s.t. PΓ {[[X ; A, B, F]]} − PΓ {Z}2 ≤ ε, (14)
X

m =0

m

in the bandwidth 1/τ of a single receiver.
First, we provide an example of target detection with S-S-DT compression. We consider a target scene with L = 4 targets
distributed in the direction-range-velocity observation scene,
whose reflectivities were all set to unity (see Fig. 2(a)). Two
of the targets were placed on the grid while the others were
off-grid. In every PRI, the number of frequency points transmitted by each transmitter was 4, i.e. a quarter of the whole
bandwidth. The frequency points of the two transmitters were
kept different from each other to ensure waveform orthogonality. To quantify the effect of dilution in the Doppler domain, we
define the normalized aperture occupancy (NAO) as the AO di-
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